Parrots
Watch the parrots in their aviary. Parrots have feet which help them to c……………… around and to p………………. when resting. They also use their feet to h………………. food when e……………….

1. How many toes do they have on each foot?

2. How are the toes on the foot arranged to enable the parrot to do lots of different things with its feet?

Owls
Owl feet are also know as t………………. Owls use their feet for c………………. and k………………. their prey.

1. What do some owls have covering their feet?

2. Why?

Mainly for 7-11 years with an adult’s help

Use this trail to discover....

Funny Feet

Draw, find clues & write...

Harewood Family Trails
As you explore the Bird Garden, take a closer look at the inhabitants feet! They have very different feet to us! Bird feet come in a variety of shapes and sizes, and are adapted to where and how the bird lives...

**Penguins**
Penguins have wide, flat feet to help them to s………………. when they are s………………. in the water. When they are on land they use their feet to w………………. around.

1. How many toes does a penguin have? 
   ..........................................................

2. What is between their toes?
   ..........................................................

3. Why?
   ..........................................................

4. What colour are penguins feet?
   ..........................................................

**Ducks**
There are lots of wild ducks in the Bird Garden. They have legs and feet adapted for s………………. in water and walking on w………………. and m………………. ground.

1. How many toes to ducks have?
   ..........................................................

2. What is in between their toes?
   ..........................................................

3. Why?
   ..........................................................

4. What colour are the ducks feet?
   ..........................................................

**Fun fact!**
Did you know that ducks’ feet cannot feel the cold? Ducks can control the blood vessels in their feet, so they are able to walk on ice without getting cold!